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Box 1:

Advisory Council on College Chemistry (ACCC), general, 1966, 1970
ACCC Guidelines and Suggested Title List for Undergraduate Chemistry Libraries:
  American Chemical Study panel, regarding guidelines list, 1965
  Guideline proposals and drafts, undated
  Title Selection, correspondence, 1969
    proposal list, with annotations, 1969
    sources and alternate lists, 1968, 1969
    two-year colleges list, 1969
  Correspondence, general regarding publication and revision, 1968-69
    William Mooney, 1969
    Dawn Marquart, 1970-75
  Requests for funding, copies, 1970-76
  Publication copies of Guidelines, 1965, 1969
Kaiser Survey, Chemistry Doctoral Programs, 1971
Photographs, memorabilia, n.d.
Publications, general, 1951-67